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ON ROUNDS

Win/Win
New direct pay platform
bypasses traditional
insurance, provides doctors
with uninterrupted revenue
stream
Cary – As reform reshapes
American healthcare, hospitals
are snapping up physician
practices at a rapid rate, with
some analysts predicting that
only one-third of physicians
will own their own practices by
2013 ... 3

A Good CHANGE
New health behavior
intervention for patients
with diabetes and
hypertension rolling out
statewide
DURHAM — A promising
health behavior
intervention
program piloted
by Hayden
Bosworth, PhD,
will roll out
statewide this
spring for patients
with diabetes and hypertension
... 4
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CON Controversy

North Carolina lawmakers consider reform to decades-old process
By LyNNE JETER

State lawmakers got an earful at a public hearing held last October in Asheville to discuss the Certificate of Need (CON) process allowing hospitals to expand, state-issued Certificates of Public Advantage
(COPA), and other hospital industry issues. But the comments
made to the North Carolina House Select Committee on
Certificate of Need (CON) and Hospital Related Issues
weren’t quite what members anticipated.
Participants were stunned to hear a recording of
Mission spokesperson Janet Moore admitting that
Mission Hospital indeed held a “monopoly” and was
a “500-pound gorilla” in Western North Carolina,
along with disparaging comments regarding
“mountain folk.” Mission has operated since its
merger with St. Joseph’s Hospital in 1995 under
a COPA, and has been at odds with Park Ridge
in Hendersonville, primarily because of Mission’s
partnership with neighboring Pardee Memorial Hospital on a $45-million
outpatient center located between Asheville and Hendersonville. Park Ridge
officials played Moore’s taped comments, made months earlier at a national
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8)

A Different Tack
Duke partners with LifePoint to create unique partnership system aimed at
improving healthcare delivery in small communities
By LyNNE JETER

DURHAM—In the wake of hospital expansion and renovation
projects sprouting up this spring in the Triad area, Duke University
Health System Inc. has taken a different tack on growing business by focusing on a big-picture
project of a unique sort.
Duke recently partnered with LifePoint Hospitals (NASDAQ: LPNT) to
create Duke LifePoint Healthcare to
strengthen and improve healthcare
delivery across The Tar Heel State
and surrounding areas. The
shared, structured interest
in partnering with hospitals,
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physicians and patients to bring quality, innovative healthcare services to communities will evolve into a system of hospitals that will
transform the delivery of healthcare in the region and enhance the
services available to community populations.
“Delivering high quality healthcare services in the
face of monumental change and uncertainty in the economy and healthcare industry is a major challenge to
community hospitals,” said Michael
Garrison, spokesperson for Duke
University Health System. “(This)
new solution for some North
Carolina hospitals could address this challenge and serve
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8)

Physicians and Administrators are looking for solutions.
Now is the time to Advertise in Triangle Medical News!
Call Meghan Phillips at 919.454.7759 or
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It’s a Tough Pill to Swallow When a HighEarning Physician Loses His Income
By TED TAFARO

High-income cardiologists, orthopedic
surgeons, physicians, and the pricey nip-andtuck specialists from Beverly Hills to Park
Avenue, are all highly-trained and highlycompensated professionals. Although they possess the skills to put Humpty Dumpty back
together again, what happens when they
themselves fall off the wall? The results are
not so fairytale like: the injury or illness will
in turn impact their ability to save lives and
do their job. We find that most physicians
have not taken the necessary steps to protect
their storybook lifestyles.
A doctor’s ability to earn a sizeable
income is predicated on the ability to see
patients, perform surgery and further their
education. And a distinguished physician
can earn in the $700,000-$1,000,000-plus
range. But if a heart surgeon becomes disabled, most traditional disability income insurers will cap the monthly disability income
at $15,000 per month. To the manager at
Wal-Mart, this sounds like hitting the lottery. But to a surgeon used to bringing in
over $60,000 per month – and has built a
lifestyle for his family that revolves around
that figure – to suddenly drop his monthly
income by 75 percent is (pardon the pun) “a
hard pill to swallow.”
It doesn’t have to be an injury that puts
a physician out of the game; in reality, it is
more likely that an illness will be the culprit.
Good case in point is a cardiac surgeon who
was young, healthy and loved to ski. But
if you think the end-result of this story is a
broken leg as a result of a sharp turn gone
wrong, guess again. The doctor was diagnosed with stomach cancer, and was even-

tually unable to trust himself with a scalpel
in his hand, rendering him unable to earn
a living.
So why don’t most high income physicians have adequate coverage to compensate
for lost wages when they can’t perform their
job due to an injury or illness?
You would think in some ways it would
be an obvious need. After all, who knows
more about the frailty of the human body
than those charged to mend it? Physicians
deal with this scenario every day.
It’s not as if physicians don’t have insurance. The problem is in underinsurance,
which is a bit like owning a house that has a
replacement cost of $2,000,000, yet only insuring it for $500,000. The really scary part
is that the greatest asset most high income
surgeons have is their ability to earn sizable
income, yet they rarely insure the risk appropriately. Compounding this problem is a flaw
in our insurance distribution system - most
traditional insurance brokers don’t realize
there exists a viable option to protect these
high performing surgeons above and beyond
what traditional disability income carriers
will underwrite. I can’t tell you how many
times highly experienced and successful insurance advisors have said to me when the
topic comes up, “I didn’t even know this type
of coverage exists.” And if they don’t know,
how can their high income surgeon client
know a more comprehensive solution exists?
We recently worked with an orthopedic surgeon earning $1.2 million annually.
The surgeon’s existing disability portfolio
consisted of five traditional disability income
policies with a combined value of $15,250
per month in disability income protection –
less than 16 percent of the surgeon’s income.

CON Controversy, continued from page 8
reviewing the transparency and fairness of
the current process,” said Walker.

Pros and Cons

In a presentation to the committee on
Oct. 6, Nelson Mullins law partner Noah
Huffstetler pointed out reasons to retain
the CON law, along with opportunities
for reform.
The effect of high bond ratings via
CON protection for issuers, its impact on
the state’s Medicaid budget, uncertainty
over “ObamaCare,” and protection of
rural and underserved communities,
such as the proposed relocation of Davie
County Hospital from Mocksville to Bermuda Run, were among reasons why the
CON process should remain status quo,
Huffstetler pointed out.
Opportunities for CON law reform
include reducing delays in needed facilities and services, such as the Mount Holly
emergency room expansion, which was
proposed in 2008 and argued in the Court
of Appeals in 2011. It’s “impossible to
estimate lost revenues, jobs, higher construction costs resulting from delays, not
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to mention delay in needed services,” he
said. Another reason for CON reform:
making decisions of the State Health Coordinating Council (SHCC) more transparent and accountable.

Taking Action

Thomas West, who specializes in administrative law involving healthcare penalty and licensure cases for Poyner Spruill
law firm, and was among the first few
people appointed to serve as a North Carolina Administrative Law Judge in 1986,
recently blogged that critics of the CON
Law contend it unfairly restricts competition, but its advocates argue an unregulated free market would result in excess
capacity of expensive facilities and equipment producing excessive costs, waste, an
increase in fraud, and a decrease in quality.
“At a time when universal healthcare is on the horizon, and the state of the
economy demands that tough decisions be
made, the debate over government regulation of healthcare facilities and costs is
more important than ever,” he said.

Taking into account the surgeon’s income,
the analogy would simply be like having a
$10 million home and insuring it for $1,6
million, which would make no sense.
Leveraging our Lloyd’s of London
Cover-holder status, we were able to underwrite an additional $40,000 per month
of disability income insurance. This type of
specialized disability insurance covered the
gap between the surgeon’s primary disability
insurance program and his income, so that
his family’s lifestyle isn’t affected in the event
of a disability.
Furthermore, it doesn’t do any good for
a physician to insure just one part of his or
her body. It might have been a great idea
back in the 1940s when Betty Grable had
her legs insured for $1 million, but what
good is a surgeon insuring just his hands if
his back goes out and he can’t bend over a
patient on the operating table? Or he gets a
knee replacement and can’t stand for long
periods while performing his job? What he
needs is full-body coverage.
This type of coverage can also protect
where the surgeon works as well as the surgeon himself. For instance, we worked with a
leading cancer surgery center that employed
an elite surgeon responsible for a significant
portion of revenue to the hospital. Key per-

son life insurance was easily secured to the
tune of $10 million, but the corresponding
risk of loss to the center due to a disability is
a risk that falls on deaf ears with traditional
disability carriers. Carriers such as Lloyd’s
are highly proficient at designing and underwriting such large exposures, the result
of which was a Key Person Disability policy
which would pay the cancer center $10 million, if the surgeon suffered a permanent disability.
Although the numbers may appear
intimidating, high-income coverage isn’t all
that hard to obtain, and as a matter of fact
the process is pretty straight-forward. But it
is a specialized coverage that not all traditional insurance advisors can initiate, so you
need to find an advisor who works in that
particular field.
The phrase “Physician, heal thyself”
might be good advice, albeit somewhat
impractical. It’s up to you to make sure you
agent is protecting you to the best of his capabilities.
Edward A. (Ted) Tafaro, President & CEO of Mahwah,
New Jersey-based Exceptional Risk Advisors, LLC,
is an expert on high-limit specialty life, accident and
disability products for clients with extraordinary
insurance needs. For more information, contact him
at ted.tafaro@exceptionalriskadvisors.com.

GrandRounds
Wake County to Welcome a New Addition in 2014 - WakeMed
North Hospital
In the Fall 2014, WakeMed Health & Hospitals will welcome a new addition into
Wake County – its fifth hospital. During 2012, much will be changing around WakeMed
North Healthplex as it is transformed into Wake County’s fifth hospital – WakeMed
North Hospital.
WakeMed North Hospital
will be a 61-bed acute care hospital with a focus on inpatient
women’s specialty services, offering a full range of obstetric
and gynecological services, including comprehensive preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic
care. The facility will continue to
serve men and children through
the existing emergency department, outpatient surgery, imaging, lab, and physician
services already offered at the facility.
Dr. Bill Atkinson, WakeMed president & CEO said that since opening in 2002,
WakeMed North Healthplex’ consumer-driven volumes have consistently outpaced
projections, demonstrating the great demand for healthcare services in this community.
Transitioning to a hospital is the next logical step as the infrastructure is already in
place and the community has a critical mass of 262,000 residents living within a seven
mile radius of the facility he said. While the hospital will initially open with a women’s
focus, the plan is for it to continue to expand to meet the needs of women, men and
children alike.
The addition of a women’s focused-hospital further complements WakeMed’s
dedication to women’s services across the system. Last month, WakeMed opened
a newly renovated and expanded Women’s Pavilion and Birthplace on the Raleigh
Campus. This renovation/expansion was made possible when the pediatric care unit
was vacated last year due to the opening of the WakeMed Children’s Hospital on the
Raleigh Campus.
The changes will allow for the renovation and expansion of Wake County’s only
level IV Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). This expansion is the second phase of
the WakeMed Foundation’s Just For Kids Kampaign.
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